
 

United States Notes (USNs) escaped the New Deal currency overhaul in 1933-34 without 
a new series, unlike other classes then in circulation, but still emerged a reformed currency. 
Ended was their convertibility into something never advertised on the notes, but legal for over 50 
years by the 1930s. Also, the new clause introduced on USNs in 1934 finally discarded a half 
century of inaccuracies about the legal tender status of the class. 

Provision for New Notes 
Congress passed the first Legal Tender Act on February 25, 1862, to help fund the Civil 

War. It provided for the issuance of $150,000,000 of USNs. Additional acts followed later in 
1862 and in 1863 that eventually increased the amount to $450,000,000. The notes were nothing 
more than circulating Federal debt--a true fiat money. At the time, they were convertible into 
treasury bonds, a formal form of government debt. 

The act declared the notes legal tender for all payments except customs taxes or interest 
on the public debt. Customs taxes comprised the primary revenue source for the Treasury in the 
1860s, and interest on the public debt had to be paid with gold to maintain the Treasury's 
credibility. Prohibiting USNs for those taxes allowed the Treasury to continue to meet their 
obligations payable in gold, such as interest paid on gold bonds and payments to arms 
manufacturers. 

From the onset, USNs were a depreciated currency because they weren't redeemable for 
gold. As such, they were heavily discounted against gold and other gold-backed currency during 
and after the Civil War. 

Political movements soon arose to either remove them from circulation, or reduce the 
amount outstanding.1 The latter won out, and the Resumption Act of January 14, 1875, among 
other things, increased the circulation of national bank notes and required the simultaneous 
redemption and cancellation of outstanding United States Notes to below $300,000,000. 

Inflationists decried the forced redemption of the notes and even organized the 
Greenback Party to voice their views. They wanted an increase in circulating soft money that 
wasn't backed by specie and therefore not limited by reserves, rather than the hard, or specie-
backed, currency that was tied to some amount of gold or silver and often controlled by elitist 
groups. 

The inflationists' views prevailed, and on May 31, 1878, Congress passed an act that 
terminated the redemption of USNs. The act fixed the amount in circulation to what remained 
outstanding at the time, yielding the odd amount of $346,681,016.2 

The Resumption Act had another significant implication for USNs. After January 1, 
1879, the Treasury would resume paying its obligations in gold, including United States Notes. 
As they were now on par with gold, the prohibition against using them for payment of customs 
taxes and public interest became meaningless. Technically, though, the exceptions remained law 
because Congress never passed legislation removing that language from the enabling legislation 
for USNs. 
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Congress specifically addressed that concern five decades later in Section 648 of the 
Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of June 17, 1930. This section provided for the acceptance of USNs, as 
well as national bank notes, for payment of customs taxes. Regardless, they continued to carry 
the exceptions in the clause until 1934. 

Changeover from Old to New Plates 
The Congress and Treasury revolutionized our currency system during the New Deal 

through various currency reforms. Most notably, Congress took the United States off the gold 
standard. They also obliterated distinctions between the various currency classes by making all 
of them legal tender and convertible only into legal tender. 

The Thomas Amendment was an important piece of legislation in this process. Passed as 
a rider to the Agricultural Adjustment Act of May 12, 1933, it stated: "Such notes and all other 
coins and currencies heretofore or hereafter coined or issued by or under the authority of the 
United States shall be legal tender for all debts public and private." This far-reaching statement 
accorded legal tender status to all U. S. currency and coins, and would finally clarify the legal 
tender clause on USNs. 

The amendment led to new obligation clauses for most classes of currency, including 
USNs. The original obligation on the notes read "This note is a legal tender at its face value for 
all debts public and private except for duties on imports and interest on the public debt." The 
new clause was simplified by removing the exceptions to read, "This note is a legal tender at its 
face value for all debts public and private." 

The BEP stopped using old-clause plates soon after the new legislation was passed. As of 
May 1933, a mix of Series of 1928A and 1928B $2 faces and Series of 1928 and 1928A $5s 
were on the presses. The BEP had dropped all the old-clause $2 plates by July 17, and all the $5s 
by November 23.3 

The change in the clause was deemed so fundamental that over 120 old-clause plates of 
both denominations certified from May 1933 through January 1934 were canceled unused.4 
There would be no comingling on the presses of old-clause and new-clause $2 or $5 plates. 

However, even after they ceased printing new sheets, the BEP continued numbering 
finished old-clause sheet stocks for both denominations into 1934. They numbered the last $2 
note with serial B09012000A on April 23, and the last $5 with serial D15228000A on June 16.5 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Use of old-clause plates ceased soon after the May 1933 Thomas Amendment was
passed. However, old-clause sheets were serial numbered into 1934 until new-clause sheets were
available. (Photos courtesy of Peter Huntoon/National Numismatic Collection.) 
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Treasury officials had authorized the BEP to eliminate the exceptions from the clause on 
United States Notes in November 1933. BEP Director Alvin Hall submitted two sets of proofs 
from new $2 and $5 dies to various Treasury officials for approval on December 11, 1933 and 
February 9, 1934. They were approved March 22 by Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau.6 
(Broughton, 1933-4). 

Manufacture of new-clause plates commenced with the certification of $5 Series of 
1928C face 2 on March 26, and $5 Series of 1928B face 2 on March 29.7 The first $5 faces went 
to press on April 17, and the first $2 plates on April 19.8 

Sheets for both denominations were sent for numbering soon after old-clause sheets 
ceased being numbered. The first $2 1928C note was B09012001A numbered on May 7, and the 
first $5 1928B was D15280001A on June 18.9 No old-clause sheets were numbered after the 
BEP started numbering new-clause sheets. 

Star note data shows the break for old-clause and new-clause $2 stars to be 
01056000A/010560001A.10 The divide for $5 star serials hasn't yet been determined, but 
will fall between 03348001A and 03408000A.11 
 
Table 1. Critical Dates for Old- and New-Clause $2 and $5 United States Notes 
Old-Clause Notes:  
Last $2 plate used July 17, 1933 
First $2 note numbered April 23, 1934 
Last $5 plate used Nov. 23, 1933 
First $5 note numbered June 16, 1934 
 
 

New-Clause Notes:  
First $2 plate certified March 29, 1934 
First $2 plates used April 17, 1934 
First $2 note numbered May 7, 1934 
First $5 plate certified March 26, 1934 
First $5 plates used April 16, 1934 
First $5 note numbered June 18, 1934 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Julian-Morgenthau $2 and $5 United States Note faces with new clauses went to press starting in
April 1934. Plate sequences for both denominations began at serial 1, but the serial numbers continued from
the last serials printed on old-clause notes. (Photo courtesy of Heritage Auction Galleries.) 
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Arranged and Coordinated by Peter Huntoon 

Educational, fun and interesting as always! 
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